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Abstract – The article aims to analyse the contemporary conception of 
mission of architecture. The analysis is done by comparing the conception 
with principles of rationally organised activity, first of all clarity. The anal-
ysis revealed that the description of the mission is unclear and there are 
logical contradictions between the general definition and elaborated details 
of it. Two different “philosophies” govern architecture – the theoretically 
declared one and the one that is used in practice. It was concluded that there 
is a need for the modernisation of paradigm of architecture. 
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IntroductIon

Historical and cultural anthropology sciences have long been 
examining the relationship between the world-outlook and life 
practice of various cultures. Yet, I dare say, this topic has recently 
been discovered anew in a particular way. I would like to refer 
to Thomas S. Kuhn’s book “The Structure of Scientific Revolu-
tions”, which attracted a lot of attention, wherein he investigates 
the evolution of science and argues that scientific research and 
thought are defined by “paradigms” or conceptual world-views 
that consist of formal theories, classic experiments, and trusted 
methods [1]. The influence of fundamental provisions onscien-
tific research, primarily physics and chemistry, was discussed in 
a number of books written by I. Prigogine, E. Stengers and oth-
ers [2], [3], [4]. I. Prigogine’s and E. Stengers’ books arrest read-
er’s attention in a sense that they include not only the world-views 
of the past and seem to be no longer relevant but also the funda-
mental concepts which not long ago controlled or even continued 
to control physics, chemistry and other sciences. Therefore, the 
world of concepts which have an impact on human life attracts 
the attention of researchers working in various scientific areas.

In this context, the research on the culture of architecture ap-
pears to be rather simple: the thoughts, especially contemporary 
ones, on which the mode of architectural activity is based, are 
still little examined. In this paper, I would like to share my obser-
vations concerning the logic of essential thoughts that are “con-
structing” the way of forming an architectural environment ‒ in 
other words, the main elements of content of the contemporary 
paradigm of architecture.

Where do these thoughts (concepts) exist? ‒ In everything that 
we do in architecture. They are declared in theoretical works, 
found in the trends of architectural research, embodied in activ-
ity programs, materialized in architectural practice.

Before I start discussing the features of the paradigm of con-
temporary architecture, I would like to explainwhy I find it im-
portant and how the logic of architectural life can be investigated.

Profound knowledge about the fundamentals of contemporary 
architecture not only expands our intellectual horizon in general; 
the study of the paradigm, by which we are controlled during our 
life, has a very practical meaning. The paradigms age like many 
things. The aim of this research is to review the present-day fun-
damentals of architectural activity in order to observe the mo-
ment when the above-mentioned “friction” appears between the 
fundamentals) and the accumulated knowledge of architecture. 
It is important not to allow the fundamentals exist without being 
practically applied or, even worse, become an obstacle.

This historic experience “prompts” the main methodological 
principle of revising the paradigm. We can see whether or not it 
is still relevant by comparing it with knowledge about architec-
ture (and not only) which has been accumulated up to the present 
days. If the accumulated knowledge tells us one thing and the 
paradigm “forces” us to do another, it will mean that the moment 
has come when it is required to modernize the fundamentals of 
architectural life.

This article will analyse three issues. At first, I will overview 
the present-day definition of the mission of architecture and dis-
cuss what “construction” this definition attributes to architectural 
life. The task of this overview is to make the most important el-
ements of the paradigm more visible. Then, I would like to look 
at the details of defining the mission of architecture and compare 
these details with the general concept of the architectural mis-
sion (I will search for the mistakes of logic inside “philosophy” 
of architecture). Finally, I will compare the declared explanation 
of the architectural mission with the concepts embodied in archi-
tectural practice (I will search for the differences and contradic-
tions between the theoretically declared and practically working 
“philosophies” of architecture.

A. The Description of the Mission of Architecture and Pecu-
liarities of the “Construction” of Living Dictated by it

The logical foundation of the activities of any non-sponta-
neously operating organization is a set of fundamental provisions 
(this foundation dictates the essential features of “constructing” 
those activities): the conception of the place of those activities 
in life (their mission), the vision of the desired results and the 
notion of aims consequent upon these results. What is that set of 
thoughts like today ‒ in other words, what is the logical founda-
tion that we use to build our architectural life? 

Let us start from our thoughts recorded in the most respectable 
documents, providing public with an explanation of the meaning 
of architecture and its tasks and place in social life ‒ encyclo-
paedias, dictionaries, the statements of architects’ organizations, 
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government programs, and other respectable sources of public 
information. 

Probably, most often the texts describing the role of archi-
tecture say that the mission of architecture is “to meet human 
needs”. For instance, the UNESCO/UIA Charter for Architectur-
al Education in many places uses these or other expressions the 
meaning of which is very similar. For example, when presenting 
general considerations, it says:“…it is in the public interest to en-
sure that architects are able to understand regional characteristics 
and to give practical expression to the needs, expectations and 
improvement to the quality of life of individuals, social groups, 
communities and human settlements” [5, 4]. When describing 
the objectives of architectural education, it says that an architect 
must have “understanding… of the need to relate buildings and 
the spaces between them to human needs” [5, 6].Presented at the 
UIA Congress, the Warsaw Declaration of Architects states “...
architects and planners should assume responsibility for meeting 
these needs in the process of shaping every environment” [6]. We 
can find many more similar statements in other texts dedicated 
to architecture. I do not cavil about the words “human needs”‒it 
can be similar ones, like“expectations”, “ends” and others. I do 
not think, that the span of the list of these needs is very important, 
because they are the most broad-brush (most generalised) defi-
nition of mission of architecture. The popularity of them shows 
the popularity of such understanding. 

Nowadays, we elaborate on the definition of architectural mis-
sion stating (most often) that human needs which architecture 
must meet are practical and aesthetic. The definition of archi-
tecture provided in Encyclopaedia Britannica can serve as an 
example of such statement. It says that architecture is the art and 
technique of designing and building… fulfilling both practical 
and expressive requirements, and thus it serves both utilitarian 
and aesthetic ends [7].

The very thought that the mission of architecture is to “meet 
human needs” points to the crucial elements of the “scenario” of 
contemporary architectural life.

Most importantly, there are “players”. According to the de-
scription of the mission, there are two of them: human being and 
architectural environment.

The conception of the mission fulfils one more function which 
deals with distributing the roles (duties) of the “players”. The role 
of measurement is attributed to human being, while the archi-
tectural environment performs the role of being measured and 
altered. The role of measuring is simply to exist. The role the 
environment carries out is to be analysed, measured, created 
and modified.

The conception of the mission specifies the process which has 
to happen as well. This process, as the mission’s formulae goes, 
consists of two parts: 1) transformation of environment (from not 
satisfying human needs to satisfying them); 2) transformation of 
feelings of people (from discomfort to complacence).

This understanding of the mission focuses the whole attention 
of architecture community on the environment. 

B. Peculiarities of the Declared Definition of Mission of Ar-
chitecture. General and Elaborated Definition of it

The mentioned description of architectural mission, which 
claims that the purpose of architecture is to meet human needs, 
is very broad. 

1) In modern texts dedicated to architecture there is no detailed 
definition: “What does one understands by the word “human”? 
The phrase “human needs” can be perceived differently: as per-
sonal needs, as needs of human society (which sometimes can 
differ from individual needs), as a generalization of human needs, 
and maybe even as something else. We say that the purpose of 
architecture is “to meet human needs”; however, we do not com-
ment on the word “human”. Does it mean that by referring to this 
description of architectural mission we want to say that it makes 
no difference how we understand the expression “human” needs? 
It is true that recently more encouragement given to architects 
to interact with local people can be found in software architec-
ture documents [5,6]. It slightly narrows the expression “human 
needs”; instead, we could say “meeting the needs of local people”, 
but the meaning of even this expression still remains rather broad.

2) There is one more point to be taken into account: What does 
the verb “to meet” means? Does it imply that “to meet” is to pro-
tect the present-day lingering harmony between human and his/
her environment? Does it mean that at present it (harmony) does 
not satisfy those needs yet (or does not satisfy them completely), 
and “to meet” indicates a better satisfaction of those needs? Does 
it mean that every construction being built has to meet human 
needs at present and remains as such throughout centuries, or “to 
meet” implies something else? I cannot find answers to these and 
similar questions in contemporary literature.

3) The architecture-related texts speak vaguely of whose needs 
architecture must satisfy. Architectural critic Ada Louise Hux-
table calls architecture a “balance of structural science and aes-
thetic expression for the satisfaction of needs that go far beyond 
the utilitarian” [8]. Still some texts explaining the mission of ar-
chitecture do not speak very much about any balance: they stress 
the artistic role of architecture. Larousse Encyclopaedia defines 
architecture as the art of construction [9]. Some software doc-
uments presenting the policy of professional activity leave the 
impression that their authors agree that architecture meets dif-
ferent needs, and still think that not all of these needs are equally 
“architectural”. For instance, one of the tasks set for architects 
in Policy Statements prepared by the General Assembly of the 
Architects’ Council of Europe says: “Ensure that the procedures 
used for the procurement of buildings and all structures that con-
stitute the built environment,…, are conceived and implemented 
in such a way that they permit the selection of the best quality 
proposals having regard to sustainability, architectural quality 
and life cycle costing” [10]. Since “sustainability”, “architectural 
quality” and “life cycle costing” are named separately, it means 
that they are treated as different phenomena. We can draw various 
conclusions among which there is one that we must concern our-
selves about “architectural quality” in architectural activity first 
and only then take care of other non-architectural(?) “qualities”. 
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4) In contemporary texts, which explain the mission of archi-
tecture, there are other aspects exacerbating our understanding 
of what architecture should do. It is not clear not only whose 
needs and what needs one must satisfy: today, it is also not clear 
what those needs are, especially when taking into consideration 
“aesthetic needs”. 

Having declared that the mission of architecture is “to serve 
both utilitarian and aesthetic ends”, encyclopaedias and dictio-
naries take an important step forward explaining what these “util-
itarian and aesthetic ends” are. This is how that elaboration of 
architectural tasks looks like.   

The Encyclopaedia Britannica says that there is no definite 
and concrete answer what aesthetics is: “To provide more than a 
general definition of the subject matter of aesthetics is immensely 
difficult” [11]. Hence a significant part of the declared architec-
tural tasks appears to be undefined by the Encyclopaedia.

Maybe it is possible to understand what this side of the archi-
tectural mission is while explaining the meaning of the word 
“art”? 

The Encyclopaedia Britannica provides the following defini-
tion of “art”: “Art is treated in a number of articles. For general 
discussions of the foundations, principles, practice, and charac-
ter of art, see aesthetics” [12]. Those who want to find out what 
art is, the Britannica directs you to the definition of aesthetics in 
which we, as we know, will not learn anything more. Other en-
cyclopaedias speak in a similar way. For instance, in the Visual 
Arts Encyclopaedia it is written “...a simple definition, or even a 
broad consensus as to what can be labelled art, is likely to prove 
highly elusive” [13].

Similar, sometimes even “more desperate”, explanations can be 
found in a number of prestigious publications. The Russian Dic-
tionary of Philosophy strongly states that it is not even possible to 
do so, saying: “The peculiarity of interpreting works of art exists 
in the fact that the meaning being inherent in these works is un-
translatable into the language of concepts and remains ineffable 
by any other means until the end” [14]. Thus, it is impossible to 
ascertain the content of a work of art by any means. If one is, by 
any means, incapable of finding out what architectural works of 
art “speak of”, then, in my opinion, it is impossible to determine 
as to whether they “speak” at all. 

A significant statement follows: “None of answers to an eter-
nal and complicated question: “Why does man need art?” cannot 
be complete and absolute” [14]. Applying this statement to ar-
chitecture, we can say that “not a single answer to the question: 
‘Why is man in need of the art of architecture?’ can be universal 
and ultimate.” 

If one integral part of the mission is not clear, neither is the 
whole mission. 

All the mentioned facts lead me to the conclusion that the 
contemporary description of the mission of architecture is not 
very logical. 

Similarly look the problems of explanations of mission of archi-
tecture. The panorama of its concept becomes more complicated 
if one considers architectural practice. 

C. The Declared Concept of the Mission and the Concept Em-
bodied in the Practice of Architecture

The logical system could not act if it did not know what it 
should do. The architectural society acts, the architectural life 
is “boiling”. It means two things: 1) architectural praxis (as op-
posed to theory) knows what to do and 2) this knowledge is (at 
least slightly) different from the theoretical one described above. 
Let us look at it and try to understand the considerations govern-
ing it and compare them with the theoretical (declared) ones. In 
other words – let us try to analyse, how the declaration “to meet 
human needs” is seen from the practitioners point of view – from 
its perspective. 

Probably different methods can be used for such analysis. 
I would like here to examine the peculiarities of the practical 
activity. The mode of activity is not a casual thing: each mode 
of activity (each form of it) is organized according to someone’s 
mind – someone’s understanding of architecture. I have looked 
at the practical life of architecture and tried to understand what 
concept of architecture stands behind it.

The contemporary culture of architectural practice has many 
specific features. Let us remember some of them. For example, 
these days, architects and non-architects evaluate the suitability 
of architectural works in a categorical way. These are not individ-
ual exceptional cases but occasional instances of contemporary 
architectural life. No one opposes such (categorical) evaluation.

There is another typical peculiarity of the contemporary prac-
tical life. Those who participate in today’s architectural life not 
only indicate which kind of architecture “meets human needs”, 
but also argue its suitability. It is logical to argue something which 
exists only objectively – regardless of those who want to argue. 
To prove what you just feel would not make any sense – it would 
have to be said. Hence, trying to argue the suitability of architec-
ture shows that the present-day participants in architectural life 
stick to the opinion that there do not exist clear or even objective 
criteria for assessing the suitability of architecture for humans.

It would be very illogical to evaluate architecture’s suitability 
if we thought that we do not know its destination (its mission). 
Referring to the peculiarities of the practice of architecture, we 
can draw the conclusion that human needs are assumed as well-
known for those who take part in modern architectural practice. 

It is acknowledged that the formation of the environment 
should be undertaken by specialists – architects. If there was 
something unclear here, then we would not form a group of spe-
cialists who would implement unclear tasks. To appoint special-
ists to undertake architectural tasks (keeping in mind that these 
tasks are not clear) would indicate a complete misunderstanding.

At present we select the best works of architecture and reward 
the best architects. It would be illogical to act so if we thought 
that we do not know what these works are praised for and what 
valuable contributions their authors have made.

All of the afore-mentioned and similar facts demonstrate that 
architectural life in practice is governed by the following con-
cept: the practitioners know human needs. In other words, the 
peculiarities of the contemporary culture of architectural practice 
show, that from the viewpoint of traditional practitioner “human 
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needs” are the needs the individual has in mind. With that in mind 
we can easily put forward the task of enhancing the quality of 
architecture – meeting human needs is even better.

What kind of relationship exists between the concept of mis-
sion of architecture in theory and concept of mission in practice? 
Those who act in practical architectural life (differently from the-
orists) cannot afford the luxury to leave questions unanswered. 
They simply have no other way but to provide problematic areas 
with concrete and unambiguous answers. The participants of 
practical architectural life “adopt” the thoughts included in the 
declarations in a creative way. 1) They “connive” at theoretical 
reasoning which seems to be uncomfortable for the practice of 
architecture. 2)  They provide their own answers for those ar-
eas of the theoretical concept of the architectural mission which 
theory leaves open for interpretation. In the result of such equi-
libristic logic the value of any architectural object becomes ob-
vious and the question of what to do with this object becomes 
completely clear.

If it seems “absolutely apparent” which architectural works are 
beautiful and which are not, the importance of specific explana-
tions concerning the essence of the needs architecture must meet, 
slacks: why do we need to waste our time explaining something 
which already “pokes the eyes”? The Visual Arts Encyclopaedia 
poses a question: “If we appreciate its positive impact, do we need 
to define Art?” [7]. The questions: “What are human needs?” 
“What is art?” in our today’s life are apparently drowned in the 
question of “what architecture is beautiful?” In this situation, the 
issue related to the future of the relationship between humans and 
the environment somehow loses its topicality. We obviously see 
which environmental organisation is suitable for us and which 
is not, thus the desired future is clear: it is “good” architecture 
and nothing more.

conclusIon

Concluding the article I would like to return to the issue raised 
in the beginning, that is, to “analyse” the contemporary thoughts, 
constructing the mode of architectural activity (its paradigm). 
The coexistence of two ways of thinking is the significant pecu-
liarity of it – the thinking in theory and thinking in practice. Both 
of them have specific intrinsic logical weaknesses and in addi-
tion they logically do not fit one another. The theory lacks clear 
description of the mission of architecture. The formulation of the 
mission logically contradicts the level of its elaboration: it is not 
correct to set an unclear task for any activity. Architectural prac-
tice is governed by the thought that “human needs” are the needs 
each concrete practitioner has in his mind. Only self-jugglery 
creates the image of the harmony between the theory and prac-
tice of architecture. All of it together contradicts today’s accepted 
principles of rationally organised activity of any organization.

These findings lead to the conclusion that the moment of the ne-
cessity to modernise the contemporary paradigm of architecture 
has come. Of course, other tests of the paradigm are welcome.
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